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bstract

A patient is to have the damaged left kidney removed. To safeguard correctness of action several layers of expert checks have been performed
rior to the operation, which results in the removal of the fully functional right kidney. Nobody asked the patient. The patient did not volunteer
roviding “unnecessary” information. The experts know everything . . .

An untidy house made out of flammable materials. A careless smoker left his lit cigarette unattended. A blow of wind and the house comes in
ames. Would better construction materials have prevented the accident in spite of the carelessness of the inhabitant?
A tricky medical condition which is expected to provoke a patient’s fast health deterioration and their slow death. The doctor takes the initiative

nd responsibility of performing a risky operation. The patient’s life is saved and their health is re-established.
This work is not, as initially intended, the result of a thorough investigation of accidents, neither contains a systematic collection of data that

an support the conclusions or the suggestions made. It is in the main a compilation of personal views. These views have been established from
he correlation of the results of numerous accident investigation reports with the causes of small and insignificant incidents. These incidents are
elated with the education of university students, regulations within an academic environment and from independent personal experience working in
ifferent countries and with people of different cultures. The analysis that follows, however, should not be perceived as a mere reference to university
tudents and/or to a university environment. University is the place where the fundamental scientific and engineering principles are germinated
hile current and past university students are the future and current production and design engineers, respectively. The places where the presented

ncidents have occurred are not always relevant with the conclusions, thus they are not stated. The reason this article is presented here is that I believe
hat often, complex accidents, similarly to insignificant ones, often demonstrate an attitude which can be characterized as “inherently unsafe”. I
ake the view that the enormous human potential and the human ability to minimize accidents needs to become a focal point towards inherent safety.
estricting ourselves to human limitations and how we could “treat” or prevent humans from not making accidents needs to be re-addressed.

The purpose of this presentation is to highlight observations and provoke a discussion on how we could possibly improve the understanding of

afety related issues. I do not intent to reject or criticize existing methodologies. (The entire presentation is strongly influenced by Trevor Kletz’s
ork although our views are often different.)
2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Safety and education

Numerous accidents can be attributed to the lack of essential
echnical or scientific knowledge. Essential data and informa-
ion are either entirely unavailable or, they are not known to the

erson responsible. More specifically the safety of the chemical
ndustry crucially depends on the good knowledge of reactivity
f chemicals, their physical properties, incompatibilities, etc.,
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n other words on the possession of an appropriate scientific
ackground.

If we look at the properties or incompatibilities of substances
hich have caused an accident for instance, one wonders how

he possibility of existence of such incompatibilities could have
een given thought and consideration prior to the accident. The
mmediate question is “was an engineer supposed to posses all
elevant knowledge?” or, ‘what is a good scientific background

upposed to be”?

The question of how many things is a chemical engineer
upposed to know and how to learn and digest them was
lways in the forefront of university education. Which knowl-
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dge is essential so as engineers become able to promote
afety?

. Targets of my teaching and problems encountered in
he effort to communicate them

My primary concern as a university teacher was, prior and
imultaneously with the transfer of the pure technical knowledge
o students, to equip them with the required means of handling
t. More specifically, I was primarily trying to make them aware
f the limitations of their and, in fact the limitations of our,
nowledge and how to handle it. Major effort was put to facilitate
he development of critical thinking and to familiarize chemical
ngineering undergraduates with the following ideas:

. We do not know everything. But we do not need to know
everything. We should target to develop the ability to identify
what we do need to know and how accurately we need to
know it and what would be merely nice to know.

. There are different ways of obtaining data. The methodolo-
gies that we will follow depend on the need for accuracy, the
time available and the resources available.

. When decisions have to be made in a short time – and in a
case of emergency this is something of vital importance – we
need to be able to do quick, back of the envelop calculations.

. There are multiple solutions of a single problem, some better
some worse than others but anyway solutions, the quality of
which is condition dependent.

. Always use units.

. Quantify, always quantify and judge your result. Is its order
of magnitude right? Are there any surprises?

All these issues appear to be common sense to most engineers.
evertheless, I have tried to instill these ideas to students through
any years of teaching core chemical engineering modules. I
as teaching these modules, consecutively in all but the first year
f their studies. I have tried different methodologies and I had
efined my methods. I have also addressed different audiences.
owever, I never felt that I had succeeded much. And although
ne can dispute the correctness of my approaches, in depth dis-
ussions with colleagues in different countries and places came
own to the same disheartening results: the message was not
atisfactorily transmitted and things seem to have deteriorated
uring the last decade. Is that important however from a safety
oint of view? Before addressing this question, I would like to put
own my experiences as a teacher and my views in regard with
ome potential roots of this failure and subsequently associate
t with, in my view, important aspects of inherent safety.

. In spite of some short-lasting appearances of some students’
grasping the message, they returned to believe that all proper-
ties are known, all reactions pathways and kinetic coefficients
are known, in other words everything is known, (luckily our

Professors should know everything—we have just to ask them
nicely and they will tell us). In the main, throughout their high
school years, the audience I was addressing was given prob-
lems that only required filling in a number in the final box.
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I considered therefore, that this attitude was deeply seated
in students’ minds and it is, as I believed, the result of an
educational system that supports the existence of a single
“absolute” solution (which, by the way, appears easy to mark
and evaluate so as to rank the students fairly).

. Students were always desperate to find a single number (not
to talk about units—too much of a hassle) with 20, 30 decimal
digits—the more the better. This approach, I considered had
its roots in their absolute reliance on computers. “This is
what the computer produced.” “The computer gave so many
digits.” (I was surprised to see that people whom I taught for
4 years and co-supervised over a Ph.D. for another 4 years,
go to work in plant design and moan about the time they
spent in the theory of the design of distillation columns when
a computer can do it all for you.) Here, I partially blamed
the use of calculators and computers before learning how
to handle numbers, before one is able to deal with mental
arithmetic and not to exaggerate, before they understand the
importance of quantities. But, simultaneously, I could not
help noticing that this apparent inadequacy was most likely
the result of unwillingness to put some mental effort rather
than inability to think further.

. I found that students are constantly searching for the “expert”.
For almost any given problem most students would tend to
find “the right person” who would give them effortlessly the
required answer. (Nowadays, it is quite often the internet in
the form of “google.com”.) Although this approach is, in
numerous cases, the best first step, it becomes worrying when
the users of the expert’s opinion do not want to admit any lia-
bility if the outcome is wrong “not my fault, this is what the
expert said”, in other words, “I do not have any responsi-
bility.” The look for the expert was more common between
“strategic learners” that is students who mainly target, and
usually achieve, good performance in the exams.

Moreover, personal experience has shown that not only stu-
ents, but also long term professional chemical engineers, who
re not mostly, but not always, directly involved with produc-
ion, believe that by adding-up the right safety control or some

ore equipment (an extra pump for the circulation of coolant in
ase the first pump fails, they will avert the reaction runaway),
ll safety problems can be resolved. In other words, although
eneral concepts about safety cross their minds, they believe
hat we have all necessary tools to design safe processes (the
absolute” knowledge) and there are some “experts” who can
o that. Moreover, inherent safety, although fascinating as a con-
ept, is far from being understood in depth and width. Engineers
nd especially new graduates understand safety as a summary
f some abstract ideas of appropriate regulations together with
he selection and implementations of appropriate “add-ons”.

However, could there exist, other subtle factors influencing
tudents stronger than lectures? And if yes, which ones? I took
look at the ways we react following an accident and on how

ur society handles small safety issues for a wider public. More
pecifically I question whether small things which affect our
veryday life may have an important impact or our way of
hinking, but, being trivial, we tend to disregard them.
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. The add-ons: procedures

Depending on its extent and the place that it occurred an
ccident is usually followed-up by an investigation and the com-
ilation of a list of recommendations to avert further similar
ccidents form occurring. However, as “. . .history shows that
he detailed circumstances of any major accident do not repeat
hemselves; each is unique in its train of events . . .” (T. Kletz
learning from accidents”, Gulf Professional Publishing, 3rd ed.,
001, p. 203) those, often result in the introduction of new or
urther regulations and more frequently than not add more lay-
rs on Trevor Kletz’s onion (so, inevitably, the next accident will
ave more depth to get into).

However, those, especially the ones that address a wider
ublic should be very carefully selected and should be given
xtensive thought. This is not frequently done and more often
han not the promotion of safety for the wider public is done
ia additional regulations which can be impractical or counter-
roductive or both. As an example, relatively recent regulations
n UK impose that the internal doors of every new house should
ave a system that keeps them constantly closed, so that in the
ase of a fire, its consequences are minimized. However, I, per-
onally, like to be able to carry freely my coffee (in one hand)
nd my books (with the other hand) around the house or listen to
he noises that my young child makes playing in his room while
am working. If I had to live in a closed door house, I would
efinitely try to find a clever law-abiding way to by-pass this
echanism. In fact, I have not visited a house yet, where these
echanisms had been left in operation. And I cannot certainly

magine a university where every lecturer’s door closes hermet-
cally following every student’s or visitor’s departure. However,
also wonder how many people know about the fire triangle.
evertheless, if a regulation makes people’s life impractical it

s unlikely to be effective.
A second relevant issue is related with the behaviour of a

lever and creative person who has to go through a boring set of
etailed procedures and protocols, which, to their mind appear to
e needless, or too boring or too plane. Will they follow them? In
iper–Alpha it was the “rebels” that survived; the ones that did
ot follow the procedures. On the other hand a great number of
ccidents occur because procedures are not followed. How do we
ddress the creative and knowledgeable people’s intelligence?
an here protocols be counter-productive?

. Safety warnings: how legislation is mishandled

When my son was 30 months old I bought him a scooter
hich was supposed to be, according to the user’s guide, for

hildren aged over 24 months old. When the box was opened
nd the scooter assembled, a hazard sticker firmly attached on
he handle, indicated that the toy contained small pieces, thus it
as unsuitable for children younger than 36 months because of

hoking hazard.

If you buy a packet of nuts in Europe you will see highlighted

he allergy warning that “it contains nuts”.
We had ordered once a chemical, which arrived in a rectan-

ular carton box. On the box there was a large label stating: it

t
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s essential that this bottle is always kept up-side down. For this
eason the top of the box has been marked “bottom” and the
ottom “top”.

Although I appreciate the importance of humor in our lives,
hese warnings transfer the wrong message. They are not try-
ng to communicate anything. I believe that they even go further
hey are frequently an affront to people’s intelligence. As a result
hey are totally disregarded. However, this is quite dangerous as
ne of the key methods to communicate hazard is weakened.
have repeatedly seen procedures and protocols being com-
letely disregarded and treated as formalities and non-sense only
ecause organizations have looked at legislation from a bureau-
ratic point of view. On the other hand the labeling of chemicals
ith their hazard and risk numbers and a few simple well defined

ketches, transfer the message very quickly and very effectively.
f course one needs to check what hazards and what risks these
umbers correspond too, but these numbers are readily available
nd the process is simple, easy to implement and throughout
eaningful.

. The blame, the fear and the ethics

In one of the Universities that I have been, which had a good
afety record, the following event took place. I should paren-
hetically say that in terms of the attitude that it demonstrates,
his was not an isolated event. A postgraduate student stayed
vernight in order to finish some analyses of his results which
e did not want to interrupt. As he was working he noticed
hat a main water pipe burst at around 3 a.m. and the building
as flooding. He called University-security who took immedi-

te action and the flood was stopped. In the meantime the flood
ad damaged some 400,000 GBP worth of brand new equip-
ent. The student’s primer research was experimental but he
as never doing or was in need to do any experimental work
ut of working hours. Nevertheless, without having been con-
acted or interviewed about the event, 3 days later he received an
npleasant letter from the safety officer of the department warn-
ng him that he should become aware that experimental work
ithout permission was not allowed out of working hours. The

tudent thought that it would have been better for him not to
ave informed anybody about the flood and let it carry on until
a.m. that staff arrived at work. I have frequently come across

imilar situations. Due to their fear of a potential blame in regard
ith their procedures, the safety officer passes on the blame to

he person who reported the fault. I do not only question how
angerous that an attitude can be but I also question its ethics.

If you buy a packet of cigarettes in Europe you will be given
box with a big white label that warns you that smoking kills.
do not know anybody that stopped smoking because of that.

nitially, it was unpleasant to see later on one got used to that.
owever, is safety perceived as a dissemination of fear?
Since the age of 11, I was traveling regularly by ferryboat.

hipwrecks were not common, but we used to hear about all of

hem because lots of our people were working in the merchant
avy. However, we had never seen the sea as a danger, we were
ever afraid of it. I experienced the fear for first time, 20 or more
ears later, when, due to the implementation of European regula-
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ions in my country, upon the boat depart safety procedures were
nnounced. There it was highlighted that it is likely for the boat
o come into flames, to sink, to explode . . . only then I recon-
idered the safety announcements on air-flights, which always
ntroduced a worry in my air-trips, although I adore flying. How
ikely is it to land a plane safely on the usually rough waters of
he Atlantic or on water when it flies over land? Is it ethical to
poil somebody’s trip and peace of mind with these announce-
ents? Could it not be done in a different more pleasant way?

For instance, with a leaflet provided to you on purchase of your
icket.) Are those announcement really safety related? Has their
fficiency ever been examined? Have these been selected after
erious consideration?

. The absolute knowledge—the expert

I really feel uncomfortable every time that my young son asks
e, which is the maximum possible length of time a human

eing can live? I feel uncomfortable, because lying is not an
ption and I know that if I do not give an absolute number in
ears, months and days I will face the comment “a chemical
ngineer should know these things”. The bad thing is that he
lways remembers to give me a second chance to prove him that
am a knowledgeable chemical engineer.

I was really astonished to listen to the news that in routine
nd not emergency operations—patients had the functional part
f their body (kidney, leg, tooth, etc.) removed instead of the
amaged one. I cannot imagine any procedure where a short
nterview between the surgeon and the patient does not take
lace prior to the operation. Anyway, I had shorter or longer
xperiences with the health system of different countries. In
ne of those however, I felt very uncomfortable when I visited
he doctor and had to be dispensed some medication. Follow-
ng some questions whether I had or not any allergies I was
end to the pharmacy where I was dispensed a container with
y name, the name of the medicine, the daily dosage and the

otal duration of medication. In some European countries, my
ountry included, medication comes pre-packed and it is accom-
anied by a long description of the detailed composition, side
ffects, usual dosage, incompatibilities, maximum allowed dura-
ion of taking the medication, etc., which was always great to
ead. This reading had put me totally off using any unnecessary
edication—e.g. painkillers. In the country I refer to, I could

ccasionally obtain those from pharmacies and only on request,
n other occasions it was impossible. Moreover, in my coun-
ry I had always with me a book with my medical record, from
hildhood, detailing all illnesses and medication which I had
eceived. However, in the country I refer too, I had no medi-
al record directly passed on to me. At the same time due to
y moving from place to place, my records held by the clin-

cs I was registered with went into a black hole, so I ended-up
ith no medical record. I had discussed that with doctors that I
new and I was told that in the past patients were in charge of

heir own records but they kept loosing them. However, is it safe
o centralize and maintain a centralized record keeping system,
ntroducing all the additional administration structures, if the
esources necessary to support such a system are not in place?
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eeping my own records automatically renders me responsible
f my own safety. However, if I am forced to rely on somebody
lse I will never learn how to keep an eye on me and my health.

In this particular system, in two cases the dosage of my young
on’s medicine was mixed-up by the chemist (my son was pre-
cribed two things at once). This could possibly have had serious
onsequences for his health as one of the stated doses following
he mix-up was three times higher than the apparently maxi-

um dose allowed—while the other was too small. However,
ollowing my old habit, I checked the material safety data sheets
f the medicines prior to giving them to him and I spotted the
nconsistency, which the doctor whom I contacted, also veri-
ed. I appreciate the fact that medication was absolutely free
but overall not necessarily cheaper than the pre-packed ready-
o-go medication). However, it is certainly less unlikely to put
he wrong label on the bottles of an entire industrial batch rather
han having that mistake made by the chemist.

Having seen the above approach though, where all decisions
re taken with no patient participation, I can clearly see how it
s not only possible but also likely to have a functional part of
our body removed when an operation takes place. However,
he patient can be made aware of looking after themselves and
elping doctors in their duties. To my current knowledge, in
ountries, where this collaboration occurred, the medical system
ad not faced any malfunctions because of the aforementioned
pproach. This example has only been used to highlight how a
articular approach on a specific aspect can drive safer practices
nd not to put any blame on a system that is not functioning as
nitially intended.

. The idiots guides

I heard of the conclusions of a research done on children
hich were as plain as this. Children who were told that they
ere clever became clever and children who were told they are

diots developed slow. I am sure there are lots of simplifications
ere; however, during my carrier in the university, in numerous
ases the only thing I needed to do in order to convince students
o perform a difficult task was to assure them they could do it.
owever, our culture promotes easy solutions, idiots guide and
inimization of brain effort. Often I wonder, how do people feel

bout their intelligence? Do we try to exercise our brain? Do we
ry to become cleverer? Or do we prefer our role as an idiot and
hose the idiot-proof solutions. This is again related to a topic
entioned earlier of how an intelligent and busy person is going

o deal with idiot-proof written procedures. Are they likely to
ead them carefully, or are they going to skip apparently obvious
teps with the possibility of missing something really important?

Looking at the changes that occurred in primary, secondary
nd tertiary education during the last two decades in Europe,
otentially in other places too, one can notice a dramatic reduc-
ion of science taught and problem solving and the introduction
f more “practical” or “enjoyable” subjects. I suppose this has

een driven by the fast technological development, especially
n regard with computers, automation and their application
nd the inevitable changes that accompanied the employment
arket. However, this has resulted in a partial replacement
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f “education” by “training”. I will use as an example the
omputer programming itself. When only students had access
o computers “programming” was the key subject taught. An
ssential part of it was the development of the algorithm prior to
riting the code. That imposed the need to think of the “whole”
roblem, all the possible routes that the solution could take, and
he ways to handle it. That was a unique exercise in terms of
he development of analytical thinking but also the capacity of
ynthesis and most of all at looking at the problem as a whole.
t that time, the students were doing the “thinking” and the

omputer the “work”. This is why computers were invented for.
y undergraduate students are not doing any thinking anymore.

he computer does the thinking and they do the work.
But do we really need to simplify or reduce the science

aught? Was the technological development of the past few
ecades the result of new science being discovered? Due to the
dvances in chip-technology we were only enabled to practically
pply science which has been more or less known. Reducing sci-
nce from our courses distances us further and further from the
echnological achievements of our civilization. In the end of the
ay it is safer and easier to explain in simple scientific terms
ow a microwave functions rather than having to warn people
hat they are not appropriate for drying small animals.

. Are those important from a safety point of view?

In the process of the investigation of almost every seri-
us accident there is either an explicit or an implicit comment
nobody noticed at the time . . .” However, why?

Because the humans involved in the process have been explic-
tly or implicitly told that they have well specified tasks and
hey do not go beyond their well assigned tasks. Lots of reasons
ould have caused this kind of behaviour. However, often nobody
as understood in depth that some dangers do exist. Moreover,
verybody trusts the way the system works.
When one establishes procedures and protocols, when a sys-
em is built, assumptions are made, order is considered to prevail
erturbations of the system are disregarded. However, systems
re neither perfect nor self-adjusted mechanisms.
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. Closing remarks

A selection of elements which directly or indirectly affect
ur perceptions, attitudes and practices in regard with safety was
resented in this work. Although certain examples were taken
rom the university – due to my direct working experience in
he respective environment – these do not apply only there, but
hey are encountered in all different environments. I believe that
ome wrong perceptions in regard with safety are developed and
stablished by our everyday contact with misleading practices.
hese perceptions become deeply seated in people’s minds so

hat education fails to eradicate them, probably because these
rong perceptions are also deeply seated in teachers’ and train-

rs’ minds, too. Consequently, a great number of professional
ngineers continue to maintain these attitudes, thus promoting
rong safety practices in plant and process design and opera-

ion.
When we come across an accident, our common practice is

o impose restrictive measures so as to avert the appearance of
imilar accidents. In the process of the development of those
easures however, people are usually treated as the weak point

n the case of events that results in an accident. However, in
y view, and this is the focal point of this presentation, peo-

le are also the most promising, active and dynamic “element”
hat could avert the accident from occurring. It is people after
ll that have made all instruments and controls and developed
he methodologies that minimize accidents. And I feel that this
element” is not used to its full or to a decent proportion of its
otential.

There is not an easy way, or I do not have one, to achieve
hat. However, I believe that people interested in process safety
hould sooner or later consider how we can instigate people
o be proactive, rather than responsive. Possibly the first step
ould be to take a critical view in all levels of education, leg-

slation and communication of safety. The role of science and

ngineering should be strengthened rather than weakened. Inher-
nt safety concepts should be introduced at earlier stages of
ducation so that its meaning becomes wider in the view of the
ublic.
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